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deverus Creates the Most Comprehensive
National Criminal Search in the Background
Check Industry
July 1st 2019, Austin, TX-deverus, the leading platform provider of background check

technology,  today announced the launch of its newest innovative product, Maximus, the most

comprehensive national criminal search solution on the market. deverus has combined four of

the leading data providers in its new Maximus product to ensure deverus users get the

maximum amount of national coverage for instant databases. 

The problem with a single national criminal provider is there’s always a gap in coverage. The

truth is one provider has information in certain jurisdictions but is unable to procure data in

others. To solve this problem deverus has combined the four leading data providers including

Innovative, Data Divers, Themis, formally Experian, and Cleara to provide you with the

most comprehensive data source ever compiled into one search.

In fact, leading CRAs understand the incredible coverage and marketing opportunity this kind

of search has to offer and they've been trying to do it, but we beat them to it!  We call it

Maximus.

“Although criminal database  partners have made amazing leaps in technology and coverage,

unfortunately, no single provider covers all sources. But by combining them into one search, we

are proud to have created the most comprehensive search available.” said deverus CEO, Shawn

Rucks.

Using Maximus, CRAs on the deverus platform will be able to configure these four providers

with different filters and parameters into an all-in-one, powerful national search unmatched in

the industry. This will give them a competitive advantage over all other CRAs not using the

deverus platform. In addition, we have made the cost of Maximus comparable to what most

CRAs pay for a single provider. 
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ABOUT DEVERUS

Established in 1998, privately-held Austin-based deverus, Inc., helps companies in the background screening
industry work better, faster and smarter by providing the highest quality software, SAAS cloud-based solutions,
mobile applications, integrations, compliance, automation, security, privacy and customer support services
available. Deriving its name from a blend of Latin and Spanish meaning “from the truth,” deverus helps HR
departments make critical hiring decisions using data such as criminal records, education and employment
verifications, drug and assessment testing, and more. The company delivers its services to over 35,000
businesses, hiring more than 2.5 million employees per year, through more than 75 trusted partners. deverus is a
founding member of the National Association of Professional Background Screeners (NAPBS) the respected
screening professionals industry watchdog, and was named a “Best Place to Work” by the Austin Business
Journal.
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